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OH SO CLOSE: A win
tonight over Miami
would give the Falcons
an undefeated MAC
season; PAGE 6

SUNNY
HIGH 38 LOW 26

USG looks
into Univ.
ties with
sweatshops

Health insurance debate over
Chickering continues
coverage for students,
adds new services

By Candice Jones
REPORTER

By Alison Kemp

The Undergraduate Student
Government heard from senior
Chelsea Lambdin last night when
she spoke out against sweatshop labor at their meeting in the
Union.
"Human rights is just what I do,"
she said.
I-iiiiliilin is concerned that
the University is selling licensed
products which have been manufactured in sweatshops. By selling
products like T-shirts and sweatshirts made in sweatshops the
school would be supporting the
industry
She asked USG to approve legislation which would recommend
to the University administration
to join an organization called
the Workers Rights Consortium.
By joining the WRC, the school
would be paying them to check
out all of the factories which
have a hand in producing BGSU
licensed products. WRC would
make sure the factories are abiding In labor standards.
USG will vote on the legislation
at their next meeting and decide
whether or not to send a formal
recommendation to the University
saying that USG supports joining the organization. In order to
join WRC the University would
have to write a letter asking to join,
adopt theWRC's code of conduct
and pay a yearly due.
WRC's dues would be 1 percent

REPORIER

The Health Services Advisory
Committee has announced
Chickering as the company
they will recommend for next
year's mandatory student
health insurance.
The recommended plan
will be 5 to 10 percent cheaper than the current one which
Chickering offers students at the

University, according to members
of the Health Services Advisory
Committee.
'Ihc new plan will also include
a number of new services.
Pharmaceutical
coverage
has been raised from S2,000 to
$3,000.
There is a discount plan for
vision coverage and dental coverage will also be offered to all
students.
And for the first time, birth control has been added to the plan.
Birth control was never covered
before because it increased the
premium cost.for all students.

This year, (flickering "offered a
good deal with the premium," so
adding binh control was affordable, said Maria khoury, who
is one of three Undergraduate
Student Government representauvea on the Health Services
Advisory Committee.
Uxirtion will continue to be
included in the new recommended insurance plan, said Robin
Sinn, the chair of the Health
Services Advisory Committee.
This decision to recommend to
continue offering alxirtion coverage came despite opposition
from a few students.

Author Francine Masiello spoke
to an audience of about 50 people last night in the Union theater
arguing that literature still has
real value in a worid dominated
by film, TV and the Internet.
Masiello's lecture focused on
the recent celebration of the
people in Argentina, namely the
"cartoneros," the Spanish word
referring to the homeless, the
garbage pickers and the newly
unemployed, because of the radically new literature it helped to
inspire.
In 2001, the banks in Argentina
collapsed causing economic devastation for the country and it's
people. Very quickly the lower
class grew as Argentineans lost
there jobs in some cases their
homes.
"The middle class was anxious

CHICKERING, PAGE 2

By NikKi lardine
REPORIER

New graphic design artwork
incorporating the Creative
Writingprogram at the University
is now displayed at three shuttle
slops on campus.
The artwork of Sonya Ives is
inspired by creative writing students at the University. The new
artwork is displayed in the shelters at the shuttle stops near the
visitor'scenter, the Centrex building and between MacDonald
and the Union.
The project was a collaboration of the Honors Program, creative writing program and the
graphic design program to promote awareness of the arts and
the creative writing program on
campus, according to Ives.
Ives, a senior majoring in
graphic design, created three
separate pieces of art, each
seven feet wide that represents
the imagery and excerpts from
University student's poems.
The excerpts were taken
from poems in Prairie Margins,
a undergraduate publication
put out by the creative writing
program.
At the shuttle stop by the
Union, Joseph Kane is quoted

Jordan Flower BGNews

SPREADING THE WORD THROUGH PICTURES:" I think it is something interesting to look at." said Maddumage Hemantha. a master's student in
physics, as he waited for the bus at the Mac bus stop. The artwork is jsed to create awareness of art and creative writing programs.

"Champagne yellow-orangepink highway light tracks hack
and forth making a cycle of
stale illumination and shadow"
from his work 'Somewhere from
U'onard Wood to I lome.
Ives said she picked the
excerpts by selecting "the most
beautiful pieces that had deep
meaning strong theories and
deep issues."
The name of the author is

located on the bottom right corner of the artwork.
Garrett drier, freshman,
noticed die new art at the Union
and MacDonald shuttle stop
when he first walked in.
drier said "initially. I probably would have gotten a public announcement feel from it,"
because of it's location.
But after he noticed the lord
Cougar car symbol in the art.

Written word connects social classes
By Laura K Simmons

physician at the Health Center,
said he's heard only one student
complain.
"The campus community needs to realize the Health
Services Advisory Committee has
taken one concern wry seriously,"
Igelman said.
Sinn said that students an' on
the advisory hoard and that the)
talked to other students alxiut
their concerns for the health
insurance plan.
In addition to the changes of
the insurance plan, all students

Shuttle stops display
artwork supporting
art, creative writing

DA VINCI CODE':
New controversy surrounds the best-seller
as authors of another
book sue for breach of
copyright; PAGE 5

REPORTER

Moons for I jfe Adviser Priscilla
(i lieman said she was suqiriscd
that there is no option to opt out
of the alxirtion portion of the
insurance.
Sinn explained thai the company providing the insurance,
( hii leering, said aliortion coverage eithei is or is not pan of the
proposal There are no opportunities to opt-out of alxirtion
coverage.
As for students complaining
alxiut paying for abortions as part
of their coverage when they are
morally opposed to alxirtions,
Glenn l-gdman, director and chief

Students collaborate for the arts

SWEATSHOPS, PAGE 2

Author talks about how
lower classes helped to
inspire new literature
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independent student press

labout die poor] and radier than
deal with tlieir own elitism they
started to write Ipoems and literature] about the cartoneros,"
Masiello said, adding that real
change didn't come out of the
new literature because those
writing it weren't really committed to the cartoneros.
"Real commitment comes out
where you least expect it; it can
come from the way the reader
interprets it," she said. "Both the
reader and the writer touch each
other and are transfonned."
Masiello argued that connecting closely with the literature,
specifically poetry, is the first step
toward change and action.
"There's no universal reader
and close reading will produce
different responses in each," she
said. "Some will be reviled, but
some will be motivated linto ethical thinking followed by action]."
Masiello wants the reader to
connect with the carteneros in
the literature rather than view
them simply as "others."

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

"There needs to be a motive
bodily engagement that doesn't
play into empathy, for that
[empathy] we can watch Oprah."
she said. "The political can come
from close reading."
But not everyone agrees,
Matthew Fehskens, a second
year graduate student in Spanish
at the University, tilinks Masiello's
stance is too academic
"She talks about an ethical
waking conscience in a vowel
sequence, but that's begging the
question," he said.
"I love poetry and I think it can
awaken ethical questions, but it's
not satisfactory [here]," Fehskens
said. "It's political speeches that
really reach large amounts of
people and get them lit up and
bothered by political questions"
But some argue relating closely
to the people by connecting with
them in poetry and literature has
value since the target audience
— intellectuals — often speak for
the people.
MASIELLO. PAGE 2

Snow/
Rain

High: 45'
Low 32'
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WORKIN' HARD: The group FYI (For Your Innertainment) practices their moves weekly. Juniors.
Willie Wicks, Edmund McOougle and Hosea Walker founded FYI in 2003 in order "to help all,
teach all, steal the show," said group members.

SATURDAY

Cloudy
//■•>.

rated her own photographs in
the artwork.
Ives wanted to give creative
Wilting majors an opportunity
to stand nut.
"Our creative writing majors
are so talented, and their works
are not read widely because they
aren't published yet." she said.
Ives had to go through a scries

GOT SKILLS?

THURS0AY

WEDNESDAY

he said that it appeared more to
him as a graphic design project,
lodd Childers. associate
professor of graphic design.
served as an adviser to Ives on
the graphic design aspect of the
project.
Childers said diis project was
a "big endeavor and she pulled
it off very well," adding tiiat a
majority of the photos were her
own. I le liked how Ives incorpo-

High: 41'
Low 27'
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Popular culture shows stereotypes

Texas politician to
speak at banquet

Speaker discusses how
Native Americans are
portrayed in the media

BRIEFING
IHI BG m«s
Karl Rove, chief political advisor lo President George W.
Bush, will be speaking at the
University on Saturday, March
II.
Rove Is the keynote speaker
for the Fifth District Lincoln Hayes
Banquet
hosted
by
U.S.
Rep. Paul
G i I m o re
that honors former
presidents
KARL ROVE
Abraham
I jiHolnaiul
Rutherford B. Hayes.
Rove began his political
career in Texas during the
Watergate era and has served as
an advisor to President George
VV. Bush, since Bush first ran for
governor of Texas.

By Laura CoHins
■(PORTED

listening to songs can tell a k>t
about the culture during the song's
time period, according to Richard
Aquila. In his presentation last
night, Aquila played clips of songs
from the 1950s to the present that
depicted stereotypes and issues
facing Native Americans.
images changing in music
can be linked to changes happening in the society and the
culture," said Aquila, a candidate
for the ethnic studies department
chair. "Popular music is a valuable source of historical evidence
because it reflects the culture, but
it can also shape it."
The first song he played was a
1993 song by Bill Miller. The song
had a traditional Native American

feel with its repetitious drumming
and lyrics that thanked the creator,
according to Aquila
'This song is pretty accurate in
its depiction of Native American
culture, but pop music wasn't
always like that." he said. "Back
in the 1950s and early '60s, music
madeuseofthe stereotypes."
Aquila said the stereotypes in
songs included depicting Native
Americans as savages; comic or
trusty sidekicks; or romantic, exotic characters.
"For some people today,
these kinds of stereotypes can
be harmful," he said. "It gives a
certain impression on the part
of listeners."
According to Aquila. the worst
song depicting stereotypes of
Native Americans is a 1960 song.
"Please Mr. Custer, I Don't Want to
Co," by Urry Verne.
ITie song portrays Native
Americans as both savage warriors
and comedic characters, he said.

Stereotypes in songs, like Verne's
song, can reflect what was happening in society during that time.
"The songs suggest that Native
Americans weren't being treated
as real Americans," Aquila said.
"Any ethnic traits that were different from American norms were
viewed as inferior."
But these stereotypes began to
change as a result of the civil rights
movement. As society became
more aware of Native American
issues, popular music became
more sympathetic to Native
American history, he said.
Movies like "little Big Man,"
which negatively depicts Custer,
and books like "Black Elk Speaks,"
bring about a revisionist view of
Native American issues.
"Bythe 1980s, images in popular
culture are more diverse, but older
stereotypes still exist." Aquila said.
Susana Peria, assistant professor
in the department of ethnic studies, asked Aquila how to take into

ARTWORK, FROM PAGE 1

of processes to get her work displayed at the shuttle stops. An
agreement from all the different
groups had to be made as well as
approval from the honor's program. She also had to get funding
;ind the permission to display it
in the shuttle stops
Wendell Mayo, professor of
creative writing and one of Ives'
senior honors project advisers,
said "I think what's really super
about the way she did this, is she
looked at this not as a project,
but a process."
Members of the creative writing faculty and graphic arts
department, along with Mayo
have worked with Ives' through
this process.
The purpose is to "use the
occasion to promote the creative
writing program, beautify the

campus and raise awareness of
arts on campus," Mayo said.
Ives said the installations will
"increase the awareness and visibility of art on campus."
The installations were not
only done as a project to complete her honors degree, but as
a way to promote the creative
writing program on campus.
They are designed to have two
points of reference according to
Ives. When standing far away,
the art work and quote are visible and the closer you are to
the art, you can see the small
paragraphs about the creative
writing program.
Mayo said an interesting thing
about the installations is Sonya's
collaborative component of
taking the student's words and
converting it into a graphic representation.
Fred Smith, a shuttle service

account the way the market affects
popular culture when determining authenticity.
"When we look at minorities in
popular culture, you have to look
critically at commercial interest,"
Penasaid.
Aquila agreed that in the musk
industry where songs are written
for other people to perform, actual authenticity of the topics and
issues is something that should be
taken into consideration.
"If it rings true to that group,
then it is probably authentic to
that group" he said.
Mary Wtighden, librarian at the
University, said she attended the
presentation because she is the
bibliographer for the ethnic studies department and likes to stay
current on the issues.
"I thought it was interesting that
he took aspects of popular culture and connected it to history
and what's going on in America,"
Wrighden said.

manager, was in charge of having the artwork hung up in the
shuttle stops. Smith used a selfadhesive to hang the art and
covered them with Plexiglass for
protection.
Smith said his part in the process was easy and that Ives did
most of the work.
"She is one of the most persistent people I've ever met," Smith
said of Ives.
She was responsible for funding, obtaining permission and
getting different entities on
campus to reach agreement, he
said.
Although these pieces of art
are not on permanent display,
Mayo hopes they will stay up as
long as reasonably possible.
Mayo would also like to see
that space used "to promote
other programs as a way to
beautify the campus and create
a greater awareness of the diversity of programs on campus,"
he said.
Ives began the project at
the beginning of the fall 2005
semester.

SWEATSHOPS, FROM PAGE 1

of the University's profit from
licensed products. Last year
BGSU licensed products made
a $150,000 profit which tends
to be about the average every
year, Iambdin said. So, she said
she expects that the yearly due
would be around $1,500.
Lambdin thinks $1.500 is a
small price to pay to keep the
school's money out of sweatshops
"There is nothing bad that
could come of this, except for
losing $ 1,500 and that's not bad
in the scheme of things," she
said.
Sen Sarah Connelly and her
academic affairs committee
discussed the legislation before
the USG meeting and raised a
few questions.
"We were wondering if joining would affect bookstore
prices," she said "We were also
wondering whether it was really happening"
But Lambdin told the committee that joining WRC would
not raise licensed product prices or take away from scholarship money. She also assured
the committee that from her
own research, she had made
connections from BGSU products to sweatshops.
"We support her legislation,"'
Connelly said.
As of right now, the University
can not confirm that licensed
products are coming from
sweatshop labor since they do
not directly deal with factories.
And lambdin said that it will
take student support to get the
University to join WRC, and
that students must be educated on what is going on in order
to show support.
"I don't think students are
disinterested, they just aren't
well informed," she said.
Lambdin hopes that by
the end of this semester, the
University will be a member
ofWRC.
"1 really, really want to see
this happen."
Editor's note: TJw BG Netvs
was not able to contact the
llnitvrsity administration for
comment before press time.

Committee
proposes new
health plan

Authors draw
inspiration
from tragedy

Shuttle stops display student art

USG questions
Univ. link to
sweatshops

MASIELLO, FROM PAGE I

CHICKERING, FROM PAGE 1

Rob Bluffington, an instructor in latin American history,
said that many times in the
media, journalists askacademics to explain cultural trends
and phenomena So some of
them wind up speaking for the
people even if they're removed
from the situation.
"If nothing else when (the
medial calls up these eggheads for some facile answer,
|now| they might think twice
before responding" he said.
Because although literature and poetry might be a
small step toward change,
Bluffington thinks it's still
a way to move in the right
direction.
"It's still important to affect
even a small part of the population." he said. "Changing
the world is a really complicated process and there's still
a lot of confusion on how to
go about it."

will be required to have medical coverage.
Next school year, all students
with more than eight credit
hours on the main campus
will be automatically enrolled
in the University's health
insurance plan unless they
can prove they have adequate
insurance coverage already.
The student health insurance plan for the 2006-2007
school year has not been finalized by the Board of Trustees.
The proposal was sent to
Edward Whipple, the vice
president of student affairs on
Feb. 13.
listening to the students is
something Egelman feels was
effectively done, which makes
the proposed policy even better than last year's.
"The [committee] has
been diligent, thoughtful and
serious in considerations,"
Egelman said.

PART TIME SEASONAL

POSITIONS
fWMlWfW/fi}

fUt*

! Of Bowling Green Park* and Recreation Dopt

Youth Softball Supervisor, Adult Softball Scorekeeper.
Carter Park Softball Assistant. Youth Softball Umpire,
Track Instructor, Tennis Instructor, Concession Manager,
Concession Attendants, Aquatic Complex Assistant
Manager, Swim Program Director, Lifeguard, WSI
Instructor, Pool Atlendant, Cheerleading Instructor,
Camp Supervisor, Special Events Specialist and Program
Specialists who conduct Day Camps and Sports Camps
for Youth 31/2-14 years of age.

PM.OOZ*
SPRING

tone5 ■

z ^_
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No Worries. No Hassle.
Management Inc
www.metcabg.com
KEEP WATCHING FOR SPECIALS
LOG ON TODAY TO:
• View our 2006/2007 availability
• View pictures, map or locations,
paperwork and other info to make
your search easier.
• www.meccabg.com

Property A

Property 1

High Speed Internet

Included in Rent

Not Included in Rent

Not Included in Rent

Heal

Included in Rent

Not Included in Rent

Not Included in Rent

Hot Wattr

Included in Rent

Not Included in Rent

Not Included in Rent

Private Slwltk

Yes

No

No

Pools

Yes

No

No

Apart*

No

Yes

Yes

. Extra Storage

Yes

No

No

^| Flexible Lease

Yes

No

No

$200 (min)

1 Month Rent

1 Month Rent

Security Deposit

NOW RENTING FOR 2006-2007

Winthrop & Summit Terrace im

— Stop by office for listing!

1045 N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

Winthrop t Summit Terro<e

Winlhrop & Summit '•
Is • Office 400 E. Napoleon Rrl
M F 9 00 5 00& Sat 10:00 2 00
4 19 352.9,135

419.353.5800
info@meccabg.com
!

•
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Visitor accused of
student assault,
defiling belongings
A campus visitor was
accused Sunday of assaulting
a student after urinating on a
roommate's belongings.
Brian Fleming, a visitor from Dayton, is being
charged with assault following an incident in a Haven
House apartment, in which
witnesses say he passed out,
woke up and defiled several
objects. Tliese objects included a resident's TV, DVD player, PS2 and stereo system,
according to police reports.
Witnesses say Fleming
then threw a soaked towel
at and struck University
student Chris Snyder, who
required four stitches at
Wood County Hospital.

get a

life

calendar of events
Ham-4pm
Fund Drive sponsored by WBGU-FM
88.1 The station will be selling T-shirts
and sweatshirts.
Union Lobby
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Care Packages
Sponsored by Gospel Choir
Union lobby
11 a m. 12 p.m.
Data Collection tor Psych Study
Sponsored by the Psychology Dept.
Union Lobby

11 am-12 pm
Marketing Surveys
Sponsored by the Athletic Dept.
Union Lobby
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PREPARING FOR CLASS

11 am-2 p.m.
Ticket Sales tor Spring Breakaway '06
Sponsored by Student Union
Programming
Union Lobby
Noon-4 pm
Daffodil Days Pre-Sale
Sponsored by Alpha Omicron Pi
Union Lobby
7:30 p.m.
Film Directors Senes
"Happy Together (Chain gwong tsa sit.
Chun guang zha xie)," by Hong Kong
director Wfong Kar-wai (Wang Jiawei).
Gish Film Theater
8 p.m.
Student Jazz Combos
Free and open to the public.
Btyan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Ms Center

lulie OtFranco BG News
FUTURE TEACHERS: Seniors Elise Roth, left, and Amber Knerr go over a reading comprehension
exercise for their first grade classes. Both girls are student teaching, which takes place in their
last semester before graduation. Roth teaches in Findlay and Knerr teaches in Maumee.

Doing a Research Project and Don't Know Where to
Start?
YOUR LIBRARY CAN HELP!

RESEARCH PROJECT CLINICS
For Undergraduate Students
\1>/L

March 13-April 7
MONDAY - FRIDAY

\i4/_

CALL: (419) 372-6943

Please schedule at least one day before desired
appointment.
Make your appointment today!

Brand New for Fall '06
Deluxe 1 bedroom Apts.
• 2 blocks from campus

1 Bedroom Apartments
• 1 Full Bath • Air Conditioning
•Microwaves • Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal
• Unfurnished • Laundry On-Site
• Plenty of Parking!

Starting at
$460/ month
plus Utilities

OSk

GREENBR1AR, INC.
445 East Wooster St. • 352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

DUPLEXES AVAILABLE
ALL DUPLEXES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
712 Second. #A-2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $670.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $670.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
714 Eighth. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $660.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $660.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
327 E. Evers. #A and #B - Duplex. 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month
plus utilities. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.
105 S. College - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
NO PARKING AVAILABLE. Tenant pays utilities.
Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug. 4, 2007 is $480.00,
deposit $480.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to May 5,
2007 is $580.00, deposit $580.00.
217 E. Evers -1BR first floor duplex. Limit 2
people. Limit 2 cars. Includes use of one garage
space and basement. $440.00 per month plus
utilities, deposit $440.00. Lease August 17, 2006
to August 4, 2007.
219 E. Evers - 1BR second floor duplex. Limit 1
person. Limit 1 cars. Includes use of one garage
space. $385.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$385.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to August 4,
2007 Noon.

House For Rent
614 Fourth St. - 3 BR. $840.00 per month,
deposit $840.00, Limit 3 people. Lease May 13,
2006 to May 5, 2007.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST (across from Taco Bell}
Hours Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. Saturday 8:30 to 4.30
www.iohnnewloverealeslate.com

BEST DEAL IN TOWN
RENT STARTING AT $320
Limited Time only

$200

OFF

Bring This Coupon In and Receive

$200 Signing Bonus Before Spring Break!
Some Restrictions Apply.

►free internet 'free cable •private bathrooms 'guest bathroom
•washer/dryer #huge kitchen "deck •fitness room

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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QUOTEUNiprrc
"Those who want to participate in the
political process must denounce terrorism
in theory and practice."
lawad Maliki.a leader of the Islamic Itawa Party.a Shiile political faction.

STAITKDITOIilA

OPINION

Honors students face added fees
Some students in the Honors
Program are being forced into
more requirements.
A recent e-mail to Honors
students introduced a fee being
charged to cover events and the
use of tile Honors space.
We at The BG News believe the
I lonors program is threatening its
ability to keep students by introducing the $ 150 per semester fee.
The program should be
rewarding snidents for keeping
their GPAs up, not charging them
and requiring outside events and

YOU DECIDE
Do you think the Honors program should charge a fee for
members? Send an e-mail to
thenews@bgnews.com and tell
us what you think, or post feedback on our Web site.
classes (hat might not interest or
apply to students.
Beginning in fall 2004, all
incoming students were mandated to attend three "Honors"

events a year as well as take an
I lonors critical thinking course
In foil 2005 they added A&S 250:
Great Ideas as a requirement for
incoming students.
According to e-mails, the fee is
paying for two overnight trips to
"plays, museums, musicals and
community events."
It's also providing books for
program-wide discussions and
paying for the new Honors spaa'
which includes wireless Internet,
a small library and a classroom

iliose not living in Dunlin

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR,
Censorship
creeping into
classrooms
I have noticed a starting trend
in the amount of censorship
taking place in colleges across
the country. If we can't raise
important questions and issues
in a college setting, then where
can we?
1 larvard president Lawrence
11. Summers was recently
forced out of his position
because of the backlash he
received for raising a controversial question at a conference
last year.
He presented a hypothesis
stating that innate differences
between men and women
might be one reason fewer

women succeed in science and
math careers. He said that these
differences might be genetic.
It's sad when the president of
a university can't raise a question for scientific discussion.
This is one example of
how censorship is spreading
throughout colleges and universities. I have recently experienced censorship right here
at BGSU.
As a visual communication
technology student, I recently
took my first video class. 1 was
astonished to leam we were not
allowed to show alcohol, drugs,
sexual behavior, or even minor
profanity in our videos.
I can understand this rule
for high school students or to
discourage distasteful pom
videos; but for college students
not to be able to show alcohol
in a video?

I feel 1 should be able to
express myself in any way I
choose, especially in a college
setting where I am supposed to
be artistically free.
This may be a minor example
of how censorship is creeping
into colleges, but if we don't
speak out against it now, maybe
we won't be able to write
articles like this in the campus newspaper or be allowed
to belong to the "Not Our
President" group on Facebook.
College is where we are supposed to ask tough questions,
have debates over our beliefs
and mold ourselves into adults.
1 dread the day when I cannot express myself in a college
classroom.

ERICA KURFIS
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT
eku rfisH>gsu.edu

don't haw to pay the fee if the)'
choose not to participate in the
events, neither do upperclassmen
who are being offered a one-timeonly waiver in an attempt to lure
them away from the program's
old home: Kreischcr-l>arrow.
But what about the students in
Dunbar who don't want to participate in the events?
They still have to pay the fee.
Some snidents don't even know
about the fee. Those living in
places oilier than IXinbar have to
notify the I lonors Program if they

U~Wire Gilurmiisl
The Lantern
Ohio Stale I'wiroir/
There is a war of sorts taking
place that has pined the United
Slates and its supporters against
a host of countries around the
world. No, I'm not talking about
the Iraq war or the continuing
global War on Terror. This conflict is devoid of guns, missiles
and torture. Instead, it involves
international economic institutions, agricultural production
and a lot of words.
I'm referring to the controversy over genetically modified
organisms, specifically genetically modified food. Simply put,
genetic modification or engineering refers to the introduction or alteration of genes in a
living organism.
Genetic modification in farming results in crops that either
release toxins that kill pests or
are tolerant to the use of herbicides and insecticides. The most
common genetically modified
crops are soybeans, corn, cotton
and canola.
Although GMOs have been
extensively utilized in the field
of medicine since the 1980s, the
debate over genetically engineered foods did not become
prominent until the late 1990s.
Critics suggest that GM foods
might not be healthy and could
have a negative impact on the

environment. They also say that
the proliferation of GM crops in
developing countries will create
a situation where these countries
are dependent on large multinational corporations for food
production.
Supporters, on the other
hand, contend that there's very
little evidence that shows GMO
foods are unsafe and that this
technology increases efficiency
and yields in agricultural production. Some also argue that
GMOs may alleviate hunger and
aid countries that are facing food
shortages.
While consumer and environmental groups were the
first to begin heavily criticizing
GM crops, it was the European
Union's four-year ban of genetically modified food imports
beginning in 1999 that really
pushed the debate to an international scale.
The ban was initiated partly
because of a number of food
crises that Europe experienced
in the '90s. The vast majority of
European consumers expressed
wariness regarding genetically
modified foods and their governments responded in kind,
initially with a ban and later with
regulations.
The major producers of
GM crops, the United States,
Argentina, Canada (which produce more than 90 percent of
GM crops) along with 10 other
countries, filed a complaint with
the Worid Trade Organization
saying that the ban and regulations had cost them hundreds
of millions of dollars in trade
Earlier this month, the WTO
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ruled on the complaint, stating
that the European Union went
against trade rules by banning
the GM food imports. As a result,
the European Union faces the
likelihood of facing large compensation claims from the GM
food industry for lost trade
More importantly, this ruling is also likely to have global
repercussions as it sets a precedent that GM foods must be
accepted regardless of vast
consumer disapproval as well as
health and environmental concerns The GM food industry is
opposed to even labeling products as "Containing Genetically
Modified Organisms" because,
according to them, it implies
that there is something wrong
with the product
With regard to developing
countries, it could create a
situation in which food production is increasingly or entirely
dependent on corporations like
Monsanto, which itself accounts
for more than 90 percent of GM
crops worldwide Some African
countries have already rejected
the ruling saying that they will
continue to prevent GM foods
from being imported or dumped
into their countries.
It is hard to say how long they
can continue to prevent the
import of GM foods considering
the enormous power of the GM
food industry and the countries
which it is supported by. One
thing seems clear though: This is
another situation that highlights
the growing trend of countries
such as the United States working on behalf of powerful corporate interests
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I lonors classes as free benefits.
Unfortunately, while there are
many Honors classes thai offer
smaller class sizes and handpicked professors, too many are
regular classes with the option
of an extra project to earn
Honors credit.
The I lonors program needs to
take a critical look at the state of
the program and ask what they
are really offering students.
Until then they'll be offering a
lot more single rooms as students
move to more attractive prospects.

PEOPLE Too soon for
ON THE STREET Stone's 9/11 film
How do you feel about
Paramount making a
movie about 9/11?

EUGENE PARTRIDGE
SENIOR, INTERPERSONAL
COMMUNICATIONS

"I think it's high time,
I expected one to be
made sooner than
this."

Consumers fear food genetics
RAJEEV
RAVISANKAR

want to participate in the events
so that the fee can be added to
their bursar bills.
We at The BG News feel the
1 lonors Program should make
a stronger effort to inform all
their students of the fee, as the
information was tucked into the
housing e-mail.
The program should advertise
through e-mails that arc clearly
about the fee
After all the changes, the
I lonors Program is left mostly
with only priority scheduling and

ABBYYODER
JUNIOR, EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

"As long as there
are substantial acts,
otherwise it will be a
waste."

JESSICA FARLEY
SOPHOMORE, APPAREL
MERCHANDISING

"I don't think it is

something people will
want to watch." -

MARCUS RIMB0CH
SOPHOMORE. HIGH
XH00L EDUCATION

"It will have a strong
effect on people, but it
has been five years."

N
J
E:
J
^B ^W Opinion Columnist
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FLAVAHA

How would you like to
relive the horrors of
9/11, but this time pay
S6.50 for it? Well, soon you'll
have that chance. Paramount
Pictures is making a movie
based on the terrorist attacks
that killed 3,000 innocent men,
women and children. It should
be in theaters this fall or eariy
2007.
The movie will follow the
story of two New York City Port
Authority police officers, Sgt.
John Mclaughlin and William J.
limeno.
The two men were both pulled
from the wreckage on Sept 12,
and are believed to have been
the last survivors rescued from
ground zero.
McLoughlin will lie portrayed
by Nicholas Cage, and limeno
by Michael Pena. The movie is
being directed by Oliver Stone,
the man behind "Platoon" and
"Alexander."
Stone promised a "sensitive"
ixirtrayal of the tragedy, and
seems to have gone out of his
way to make it as "sensitive" as
possible He even set up meetings with residents of New York
City, survivors and victims' family members to ask them what
they thought of his idea. What
was said in these meetings hasn't
been released, but Stone decided
to shoot the vast majority of the
movie on a Los Angeles soundstage (as opposed to New York)
after they were finished.
He also decided against re-creating the collapse of either tower,
opting instead to show segments
of archival news footage in its
place. Even then, the clips will
only be visible on TV screens in
the background.
Apparently, Stone got the
impression that it wouldn't be
appropriate to show the devastating collapse through some
type of computer generated
animation.
After the attack, several psychologists warned media outlets
that showing the footage indiscriminately would negatively
affect viewers, so leaving that
part out of his movie was probably a good idea.
In addition, the movie Will
only focus on the story of these
two men while the attack on the
Pentagon and the heroic story
of (light 93 are apparently being
saved for a sequel and prequel.
Anyone else would look at the

opposition and challenges, and
think to themselves, "You know, I
think it's too early for this."
But Oliver Stone doesn't think
like that.
Stone has been criticized as
trying to capitalize on the tragedy and use it as a way to politically attack President Bush and
the war in Iraq, which he has
verbally protested in the past.
He says there are no political
undertones, but to many the
idea of Stone making an apolitical film about 9/11 make about
as much sense as Bill O'Reilly
directing an apolitical biography
of Michael Moore.
Aside from that, 1 don't have
much faith in his movie-making skills at all. I or example,
"Platoon,". was a good movie
but it's been scrutinized ever
since it was released in 1986.
Stone took every negative
tiling he could think of about the
Vietnam War, and put it in this
movie Executions of innocent
people, rape, murder among soldiers, psychotic marines, widespread drug abuse and so on.
He made it look as if the My
Lai Massacre was an everyday
occurrence all over Vietnam,
which wasn't the case. It angered
many war vets who felt the
movie didn't property portray
what really happened, and
rightly so.
Now, that same man is directing a movie based on the worst
disaster to ever happen in this
great country — just five years
after it happened.
Several characters in the
movie are based on real people
who went through hell that day,
and if Stone can't accurately
depict them or portrays them in
way they don't appreciate, he'll
find himself dealing with disgruntled New Yorkers.
Especially if he portrays a
victim's death in a tasteless or
inaccurate way, considering the
attack was only five years ago
and family members may not
have fully recovered from their
losses yet
There are some cases where
"creative license" doesn't apply
and this is one of them.
Capitalizing on the deaths
of 3,000 people is shameful,
and it doesn't even look like
this movie will be good by
I lollywood standards.
As appalling as his idea seems,
throw in the possibility of a political undertone, and it sounds
like a great waste of money, time
and film.
Send comments to Andrew at
fandrew@bgsu.edu.
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U.S. OPPOSES U.N. HUMAN RIGHTS COUNCIL
UNITED NAnONSlAPJ-T^eUnitedStatesannounced
its opposition to the proposed U.N. Human Rights
Council yesterday. U.S. Ambassador John Bolton said the
U.S. will vote against it unless negotiations are opened to
address what it views as serious defects, especially that
countries abusing human rights can become members.
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Bestselling author on trial for plagiarism
'The Da Vinci Code' publisher sued by two writers who used similar religious topics in 1982

Senior al-Qaida
member captured

THE ASSOCIATE D

BAGHDAD (AP) — Iraqi
security forces announced
yesterday the capture of a
senior al-Qaida figure as they
sought to deflect criticism of
their handling of a surge of
sectarian attacks last week.
The U.S. ambassador said the
risk of civil war is over. Violence
throughout Iraq killed 36 people, as fierce fighting broke out
between Iraqi commandos
and insurgents. But sectarian
clashes have declined sharply
since the bloodletting that
followed the destruction of
a Shiite shrine, and Baghdad
residents returned to their
jobs after three days of a government-imposed curfew.
Sunni leaders said they were
prepared to end their boycott
of the talks on a new government if Slimes return mosques
seized in reprisal attacks
against Suniiis and meet other
unspecified demands.

LONDON — Its the latest twist
for the mega-selling conspiracy
thriller "The Da Vinci Code": a
lawsuit against the book's publisher for breach of copyright that
could taint the novel and delay the
much-anticipated movie version.
Michael Baigent and Richard
I*igh. authors of the 1982 nonfiction book "The Holy Blood
and the Holy Grail," are suing
publisher Random House, Inc.
over the allegation that parts of
their work formed the basis of
Dan Brown's novel, which has
sold more than 40 million copies
worldwide and remains high on
best seller lists nearly three years
after publication.
If the writers succeed in securing an injunction to bar the use
of their material, they could hold
up the scheduled May 19 release
of "The Da Vinci Code" film, starring Tom Hanks and directed by
Ron Howard.
Brown, who rarely speaks to

By David Stringer
PRESS

lames said his case was not
the media, sat attentively before
a judge in 11 melon's High Court. A attempting to "stultify creative
New Hampshire native who still endeavor." or lo claim a monopoly
lives in his home state and has on ideas or historical debate, but to
been working on a new novel, prove that Brown had "relied heavBrown is expected to give evidence ily" on the eariier work, published
here next week.
in Britain in 1982 and the following
Brown was "interested in taking year in the United States.
and took, short cuts rather than
Though it does not relate to
doing any of the work himself." theft of specific sections of text, the
lonathiin Rayncr lames,
case involves the alleged
lawyer for Baigent and
appropriation of themes
Icigh, told the court.
and ideas from the earlier
work, lames said.
Baigent and U-igh are
suing Random House,
Brown's wife, Blythe
Brown,
and
Ohio
which also published
their book. The comUniversity librarian Stan
pany denies tin' claim
Planton scoured religious
and chief executive
and historical texts on
Gail Rebuck said she DAN BROWN
Brown's behalf as he wrote
believed the lawsuit was
his novel, typing up notes
AUTHOR
and in some instances,
without merit
Both books hinge on
copying parts of the 1982
the theory that lesus married Mary book, lames said.
The extent of markings in Blythe
Magdalene and they had a child,
and that blood line survives to this Brown's copy of "The Holy Blood
day. The earlier book set out the and the I lolyCirail" show It was not
notion that Christ did no! die on "merely consulted as an incidental
the cross but lived later in I ranee. reference source," lames said.

Rebellion thought to
be attempt to oust
Filipino president

By Nicole Wintield
'HI A--0C MED PRESS

By Teresa Cerojano
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Burnt Marque: AP Photo
READY TO ACT: Philippine Army soldiers listen lo the briefing from their
superiors at the Army headquarters east of Manila yesterday.

alliance of the two movements."
On Friday, Arroyo declared
a state of emergency to quash
what she called a coup plot. The
decree has provoked a backlash, with even some supporters
accusing Arroyo of needlessly
curbing civil liberties.
About 100 left-wing protesters, yelling anti-government slogans, barged into the House of
Representatives building yesterday to denounce the decree and
the arrest of a leftist lawmaker,
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Michael Stephens AP Photo
DEBATE BEGINS: Copies of "The Da Vinci Code" and "The Holy Blood
and the Holy Grail" are held outside London High Court yesterday.

Pope: embryos used for in virto
fertilization have human rights

Police squash possible coup
MANILA. Philippines — Police
filed charges of rebellion yesterday against 16 people suspected of plotting to overthrow
Philippine President Gloria
Macapagal Arroyo, as dozens of
protesters attempted to storm
the legislature, officials said.
Among those charged were
former opposition Sen. Gregorio
"Gringo" Honasan — a veteran of past coup attempts in
the 1990s — live members of
the House of Representatives,
a communist rebel leader and
some soldiers.
"Leftist and rightist movements have conspired to overthrow the duly constituted
government." said Virgilio
Pablico, head of the police
legal department.
He said police had gathered
testimony and "pieces of electronic paraphernalia containing
the membership and tactical
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but were pushed back by police,
officials said.
Shouting "No to martial law!"
and displaying anti-Arroyo placards, the rowdyxprotesters ranpast guards and entered the
House lobby, but other guards
quickly shut the main door to
the plenary hall where lawmakers had just gone into recess
after opening their session.
Only two of those charged
yesterday have been detained,
while the others remain at large.

lor cx[x.'rinieniation or to create
stem cells
Benedict repeated die Roman
Catholic Church position that life
begins at the moment
of conception and
deserves respect and
protection from then
on — a position set out
most authoritatively

sacred and inviolable character of
every human life, from its conception to its natural end,'' he said.
"This moral judgment is valid
already at the beginnings
of life ol an embryo, before
it is implanted in the womb
of the mother, who will care
for il and nourish ir for nine
months until the moment
ofbinh."hcsaid.
"The love of God
doesn't make any ililler

VATICAN Cm' — Pope Benedict
XVI said yesterday that embryos
developed for in vitro fertilization
deserve the same right to life as
fetuses, children and adults—and
dial die right extends lo embryos
even before they are transferred
into a woman's womb
The Vatican has long held that in the 1995 encyclical
human life begins at conception, "LVangelium Vitae."
That encyclical did
but Benedict's comments were
ence between the newtj
significant because he specified not specifically address
POPE
that even an embryo in its earliest the Status of an embryo BENEDICT XVI conceived, still in the
womb of his mother, and
stages — when it is just a few cells before it is implanted
the baby, or die young
— is just as much a human life as after in viiro fertilization
— the two or three days ol growth person. 01 the mature man or the
an older being.
The pope made the comments in a laboratory during which the old man," he said. He doesn't
during an audience with mem- fenilized egg is dividing into a make the distinction because In
bers of the Pontifical Academy for group of cells that are transferred each of llieni he sees his own
Life, who opened a Vatican-spon- bv a doctor into a won Kin's uterus Image and similarity."
While diere is no consensus
Benedict made clear thai there
sored conference yesterday on the
ethics surrounding the handling of should be no moral distinc- among scientists about when life
embryos before ihey are implant- tion between an embryo before begins — and thus deserves legal
implantation and after — even protection — many believe life
ed during in vitro procedures.
The Vatican opposes in vitro though he acknowledged there is starts when the firs! neurological
procedures because embryos cre- no explicit leaching on the first tissues are evident, aboul two lo
lliree weeks alter fertilization, said
ated in a laboratory an' often dis- days of life in Scripture.
"The Magisierium oithcciuiriii Dr. Jacques Cohen, a repniduime
carded, whereas others are frozen
and still others are created solely has constantly proclaimed the scientist in New York.
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College Doesn't Get
2 FLUE GYROS!"
Any Better Than This!
Buy 1 Gyro At $5.99 & Gat 2 FREE!
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APARTMENTS

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
EXTRA AMENITIES

"Home away from Home"
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THE ENCLAVE
I & II APARTMENTS
Washer and Dryer in Every Apartment Home
2 Resort Style Pools and 3 Hot Tubs
24-Hour Computer Lab
HUGE 24-Hour Fitness Center
Basketball and Sand Volleyball Courts
Free Internet in Every Bedroom
3 Free Ultra Bulb Tanning Domes
Private Shuttle To and From Campus
AND IT IS ALL INCLUDED!
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• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment
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Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
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Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
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TENNIS: BG WINS FIFTH STRAIGHT OVER THE WEEKEND. PAGE 7

TUESDAY

Gina Rango named
MAC Player of Week

February 28,
2006

(iina RanflOk it member of
the IK.SU softhall loam, led the
Neons to a perfect 6-0 record in
Ihe I'aneta Bread < hallcngc over
the weekend.
The senior had 10 hits and
18 at-bats, hilling a leam-high
.556. This was ihe third lime she
has earned this honor in her
BC.SU career.

www.bgnews.com/sports
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Falcons set to make history
Falcons will try to
cap off undefeated
MAC season tonight
By Jessica Amelinp,
ASSISTANT

Jordan Flower BG News
ALL SMILES: (Clockwise from the top) Ali Mann, Jill Lause, Megan Thorburn and Liz Honegger huddle up during Wednesday's game against Kent
State. The Falcons will travel to Oxford tonight to take on Miami in an attempt to cap off an undefeated MAC regular season.

GYMNASTICS

REPORTER

Sure ihe BGSU women's
basketball team would love
to finish its Mid-American
Conference regular season undefeated by beating
Miami tonight.
And yes, il would be nice to
extend Iheir record lo 25-2 and
carry some momentum into
next week's MAC tournament.
Bui the real motivation
for beating Miami in Oxford
tonight? Awell-deserved break
for the flu-plagued team.
"Honestly 1 think there's an
excitement lo gel to our day
off," coach Curt Miller said.
In Salurday's65-61 win over
Ohio University, the Falcons
played without starter Carin
Home due lo the flu. Miller
said her current condition is
day lo day and ihe rest of the
learn isn't 100 percent yet.
But Casey McDowell and
reserve forward Amber Flynn
picked up the slack for Ihe
Falcons, contributing 14 and
eight points, respectively.
"If that's the worst adversity
Ihis team faces all year Uien
we're very fortunate compared to a lot of learns who
have dealt with injuries, and
season-ending injuries and
line-up shuffles," Miller said
of his team's flu bug
Ali Mann, the team's current leading scorer, said her
teammates are recovering
and looking forward to playing lonighl for the opportunity to be called one of the
best teams in BG history.
"We kind of have a renewed
sense of energy at practice Ihe
past couple days," Mann said.
"We see the end light and want
to play for thai now."
Only four other teams in Ihe
MAC history have gone unde-

Falcon baseball is otflo a fast start
after sweeping the Murray Stale
Thoroughbreds in a three game
series over Ihe weekend to start
Ihe season 3-0. The start is the
team's best since 2001.
In the first game of Saturday's
double-header Ihe Falcons were
quick lo scon.1, putting up three
runs in the first inning Starting
pitcher Alan Brech did his part,
holding Murray Slate scoreless
through three innings.
However, he would leave Ihe
game after the third due to a
Ihrec-inning pitch count thai
coach Danny Schmitz is using
on all his pitchers in their
first outing.
The 'Breds capitalized on this
and tied the score 3-3 in the bottom of the fourth.
The Falcons quickly regained
the lead in the fifth when third
baseman Tyler Wasserman
balled in left fielder Dash Yost
for his first of two RBI. The
Falcons added one more run
after a Murray State throwing
error. They buill on that lead in
Ihe seventh when Wasserman
again scored Yost, and was then
knocked home by a double off
ihe bat of catcher Josh Stewart.
But Ihe'Breds pulled lo within
one in the bottom of the seventh
and eventually lied Ihe game on
a sacrifice bunt in the bottom of
the ninth, forcing extra innings.
A Yosl sacrifice fly put I he BG up
8-7 in Ihe tenth and Nick Cantrell
closed out ihe game for the win.
Because the weather in
BG forces practices to be held
indoors, Saturday's opener was
the first time the learn was on an
actual field.
"We weren't as well in tune as
usual," Yosl said.
But ihey were able lo shake off
ihe rust in lime to get the win.
"It was a good sign thai we

BASKETBALL.PAGE 7
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Falcon athletes leave
comforts of home to
compete abroad

By Colin Wilson

ByDanWyar

REPORIER

GYMNASTICS, PAGE 7

By Matt Entrup

No place like BG for
international athletes

Gymnasts
continue
to slip up,
place 4th
The non-conference fiveway meet was supposed to
be a slepping-stone towards
improvement. It was seemingly a step back for the the
University's gymnastics team.
Ih.' I,il. cm-, could nol ovet
come their performance on
bars and came in fourth place
in the Rutgers meet.
With five out of six giris fallingon Ihe uneven bars, BG had
no answers in a meet in which
they hoped to gain confidence
going into the final weeks of
the season. Although they had
some bright spots, the team
was still bothered by injuries
lo some of the main competitors and was nol able lo score
high. They would ultimately
receive a team score of 184.3.
"We are just not hitting,"
said BG Dan Connelly. "We
could have very well won, but
we are beating ourselves."
The winner of the meet was

SPORTS EDITOR

BG quick out
of the gates,
start season
with a sweep

REPORTER

Irwdon Heiu BGNews
SPEEDY: Kim Settle, a native of Canada, competes for the track team.

With spring break rapidly
approaching most University
students are looking forward to
either going home or heading lo
places like Cancun, the Bahamas
or Panama City to gel an attractive, bronze tan for when they
return for the final few weeks of
the semester.
But for other University students, trips lo distant locations
are for a much different reason;
to spend a few precious days with
family they get to see a few times
a year.
And that's if they're lucky.
There are a total of 25 international student-athletes al BGSU,
18 of Ihem coming from our
neighbors up north in Canada
(seven of which play on the
hockey learn), two from Kenya,
two from the Bahamas, one
from Norway, one from Trinidad
and Tobago and one from Serbia
& Montenegro.
"I have been home for
Christmas so far, and I'll be going

GniNMMMniONffWWW.B6NEWSX0iWSPORTS

fikPtcoto BGNews
FOCUSED: Cameron Heppie, a freshman on BG's soccer team, left the
beaches of Nassau, Bahamas to play for the Falcons.

home spring break and summer
break, but I can't go on a weekend because tickets are expensive," said Cameron Heppie, a
freshman at BGSU who left the
tropical weather and beaches of
Nassau Bahamas lo play for Ihe

men's soccer team.
The main reason I came lo
BGSU was to play D-l soccer and
gel and education at the same
time," Heppie said "When I came
on my visit when the coaches
INTERNATIONAL, PAGE 7
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Swafford stepping up for Falcons

.TENNIS

BG continues to roll
By Brooks Obemwyw

RiPORUR

The BGSU tennis team recorded
its fifth consecutive victory Friday
with a 6-1 win over 1UPUI. The
Falcons (7-4) got off to a fast start
against the Jaguars (2-5), taking
the doubles point and the first
four singles matches.
BGwasabletooutlastlUPUIfor
the doubles point when the duoof
Andrea Meister and Andrea Voile
narrowly defeated lessie Ritchie
and Nikki Evans, 9-7 to secure the
point Kelsey lakupcin and Heidi
Romer began doubles play with
an 8-4 win over Tessa Williams
and Andrea Burkhardt.
Romer opened singles play

GYMNASTICS. FROM PAGE 6

with a 6-1,6-2 victory over Allison
Thompson at No. 3 singles.
Master's win against Williams at
No. 4 singles put BG comfortably
ahead 3-0 in the match, lakupcin
sealed the victory for the Falcons
when she cruised to a 6-0, 6-3
decision over Nikki Evans at No.
5 singles.
BG's Ashley lakupcin closed out
the match with a straight sets victory at No. 1 singles over Mallorv
Stemle6-4,7-6.
The Falcons have now won five
straight matches, which marks
the longest winning streak for BG
in seven years. The Falcons also
remain perfect at home, improving to 5-0.

host Rutgers University which
scored 190.550, placing second
was Towson University who
scored a 190.050, Rhode Island
was third with a 187.150 and
Bridgeport was fifth (174.875).
A change of pace had the
Falcons starting on the balance
beam which yielded a high score
of 9.4 from lillian St ranges which
was good enough for fourth
place in the event. Jessica Bradley
would finish eleventh with a 9.3.
Next was the floor exercise
which gave the Falcons their
two highest scores of the night,
lacquelyn Bernhardt received
a 9.6 which placed her seventh.

Visiting home rare for athletes
INTERNATIONAL. FROM PAGE 6

were recruiting me I liked the
atmosphere and thought 1 would
be able to play a full four years of
good soccer here."
Hepple grew up in Nassau, the
main island and capital of the
Bahamas, an island that stretches
only 21 miles, and lived what he
considers a normal childhood.
"1 guess you could say I grew
up with the typical island life,
beach on the weekends, hang
out with friends, school during the week, pretty much laid
back," Hepple said. "But soccer
took up the majority of the time.
Especially when training for
national teams games."
Hepple played for the Bahamas
national team, was the captain of
the Bahamas U-17 MNT and has
earned six caps (recognition for
playing in an international game)
with the U-17's, two caps with the
U-23'sand three caps with the full
team. He attended St. Andrew's
School in the International
Baccalaureate Worid School and
led his team to the finals every
year he played.
All of these accomplishments
earned Hepple a soccer scholarship to BGSU and a trip to the
United States, which wasn't as
large of a transition from the
Bahamas as it may seem.
"Bahamas is connected
to America in many ways,"
Hepple said. "We get all of our
supplies from here, television
stations, tourists, the whole
works. So I guess some peopleare highly influenced with the
American culture."

About 1,265 miles northwest of from Kansas State University in
Nassau in Burlington, a smaller 2004, Rogers Kipchuinba grew up
cityinOntario, Canada just offthe in Fldoret, Kenya, a city known for
shore of lake Ontario, is where producing long-distance runners
junior Kim Settle spent most of like Florida produces oranges.
her childhood before coming to
"Growing up, I was always
BGSU to "settle" in nicely on the bombarded with sports,"
Kipchumba said.
track and cross country teams.
"I chose to run here because
"A local, although I come from
the competitiveness of athletics the best running town. I never
in Canada are not nearly as com- ran cross country until I was 16."
After spending two years at
petitive as they are here, and also
Canada does not give athletic KSU going unnoticed and missscholarships, only academic," ing making it to nationals by one
second, Kipchumba
Settle said. "When I
felt his time was up
came on my recruit
visit, I really liked the "The thing I at KSU.
coach and the girls on
"I needed to redemiss most
fine myself and crethe team and I wanted
to experience being a about home ate a new niche."
division one athlete is my friends Kipchumba said.
and going to college
After a few official
and family visits
away from home."
to a couple of
In the fall Settle
colleges, Kipchuinba
and not
committed to BGSU
ran in the number
four spot for the cross being made in the spring of 2004.
"I fell in love with
country team captain.
fun of for
the campus, supIn addition, she ran a
personal best time of saying 'eh.'" portive faculty that
I got to talk to and
18:41 in the 5K.
KIM SETTLE. JUNIOR
an amazing coach,"
Much like Hepple,
Kipchumba added.
Settle rarely makes
"1 will always adore my cross
the trip home to sec her family.
"1 only get to go home and see country coach who has made
my family when we have breaks, me achieve a lot so far."
Like Hepple and Settle,
about 4 times a year," Settle said.
"It is a five hour drive, so it is not Kipchumba doesn't get to make
too far, but I wish I could get to the trip home very often, but
go home more often. The thing feels he gets a lot of support
I miss most about home is my from relatives and friends in the
family and friends and not being United States.
"I have a cousin in the U.S.,
made fun of for saying eh.'"
Settle isn't the only cross coun- I am also excited that BGSU is
try runner to make the voyage to trying to recruit my brother,"
Kipchumba said. "It will be a
BGSU from another country.
Before transferring to BGSU sweet family rivalry."

Allison Swafford came in ninth
place with a score of 9.55.
"Floor was a highlight," said
BG assistant coach Kerrie Beach.
"I felt we took a step forward."
Swafford has been a bright
spot for the Falcons this year.
She is a walk-on who has shown
steady improvement since her
arrival at BG.
"It's nice to just keep improving," she said. "I feel like my hard
work is paying off"
After the floor, the Falcons
headed to the vault. The event
was their most consistent and
highest scoring of the night with
a total score of 47. Bernhardt led
the way in this event as well with
a 9.45 and a tenth place finish.
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this year for the All-Ohio classic
where Kent received the better
score of 189.375 to BG's 186.700.
"I think it's all starting to come
together," Swafford said. "You hit
your high points and your low
points and we hit a low point and
we want to keep improving and
MAC Championships will hopefully be our high point."
Tlie Falcons have three meets
left and the urgency to improve
beforethcMACChanipionships
is clearly there. Other than
Friday's meet they only have
one more conference meet,
which still leaves them with
a chance to break even in the
conference. They are currently
1-3 in the MAC and 3-9 overall.'

Yost, Foster lead BG
with 4 RBIs a piece

Falcons hope
to make a
statement

BASEBALL, FROM PAGE 6

BASKETBALL,FROM PAGE 6

could work through ladversity]
and stay focused mentally,"
said Wasserman.
In the second game Tyler
Saneholtz pitched 3 and 2/3
scoreless innings to get the win
and Louisville transfer Brian
Hangbers earned his first
Falcon save.
The only run of the game
came from a Stewart RBI in the
first, which may have been the
last time anybody got a good
look at the ball in a game that
yielded only six hits {five by
BGI and ended after the sixth
inning due to darkness.
"We couldn't see the ball,"
Yost said.
Lights from the neighboring
football field were turned on
to try to provide some light but
didn't help much, he added.
Schmitz had a different take
on the game.
"I thought it was a well
pitched game by both teams,"
he said.
Sunday's game would have
none ofthedrama of Saturday's
double-header as the Falcons
steam-rolled the 'Breds 14-0.
Yost and right fielder Andrew
Foster led the Falcons with
four RBIs each. First baseman
losh Dietz and catcher (ireg
Feldkamp added three and

feated in league play, and it
has been eight years since that
has happened. Two of those
teams bailed from B(i, the
1986-87 and 1988-89 teams.
BCi could also make history in near future by means
of total wins. The school
and league record is 27 — a
plateau reached by only lour
MAC schools.
But before history can be
made (he Falcons must deal
with the task at hand — beating Miami {8-18, 3-12 MAO,
The Redl lawks know how it
feels to have a brilliant season
crushed at the end. Two years
ago Miami won the league,
going 14-2, and BCi upset them
in the quarter-finals of the
MAC tournament.
"They've got to be preaching what comes around goes
around," Miller said. "The
shoe's on a different foot than
it was just two years ago."
But no matter what foot the
shoe's on, or who has the flu.
the Falcons know what they
have to do in order to carry
momentum into next week's
MAC tournament.
"What a statement it could
make and no one could lake
it out of the record hooks if we
go undefeated," said Miller.

lordan Flower BGNews

THROWING HEAT: Greg Becker,
pitcher, practices last week.
He earned the win on Sunday
against Murray State.

two RBIs respectively, (ireg
Becker pitched four innings,
and got the win.
"That was the plan,"
Wasserman said of the sweep.
Yost explained that the team
plans on starting 12-0, which
would include wins at Dayton
(2-3) this Wednesday and an
undefeated trip to Florida over
spring break.
"We kindoftreatthese games
like spring training except they
count on our record," Schmitz
said. "It's always a good time."
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Jessica McArthur received a 9.425
to take eleventh place. Jessica
Guyer and Jayme Stambaugh
would each pick up a 9.4 as well.
Last were the uneven bars,
an event which has steadily
regressed over the past few weeks
for the team. The high score for
BG was 9.15 which Bradley and
McArthur both achieved. The
only other score above nine was
JholeenPonce'sftl.
"Bars was a little frustrating
but they'll conic in this week and
work really hard to correct the
mistakes," Beach said. "I know
we'll do better next week."
The team will look to rebound
this Friday at Kent State. BG and
Kent met in Columbus eariier

NEWIWE
Rentals
320 Elm St: Two bedroom furnished apartments. Large spacious rooms,
tenant pays electric, FREE WATER AND SEWER.
801-803 Fifth St: Two bedroom furnished apartments with balconies and patios.
Tenant pays electric and gas. FREE WATER AND SEWER.
520 E. Reed St: Large two bedroom furnished apartments across from campus.
FREE WATER AND SEWER. Tenant pays electric.
507 E. Merrv St: Large two bedroom furnished apartments across from campus.
FREE WATER AND SEWER. Tenant pays electric.

:arJvf3«,pE.n,: Brake Service J FREE Alignment CheckJ .-^rMij-j--- .
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ALtadtafBENTS
AND FACULTY
SAVE
AN EXTRA 10%

Find More Coupons @ thetireman.com

March Miles Madness! *1%
Track your walking, running or
swimming miles this month to your
favorite destination and earn prizes
In the process! For more information
or to sign up for the program contact
Melissa Hendrlcks at flendrmjobgnet.
bgsu.edu
• • •
Yoga and Pilates Pass now 503 off!
Sign up Today at the Student
Recreation Center!!
• • •
Intramural Volleyball and Indoor
Soccer sign-ups begin today through
March I* Sign up at the Intramurals Off ee today or online.

www.bgsu.edu/reesports

Visit our onlv office: Mewlove Management Services
332 South Main BG.OI I 43402 (419) 352-5620
Visit our website at www.newloverentals.eom

* INCLUDCS
Ch»ml> Lube
MM

Fluid 'Top-off«'

•

ALMOST GONE FOR FALL 2006
Campbell Hill Townhouses - ONLY (1) three bedroom left!!
334 North Main Street - ONLY (2) three bedrooms left!!
Field Manor Apartments - ONLY (1) two bedroom left!!
522 East Merry Street - ONLY (1) two bedroom left!!
501 Pike Street - ONLY (1) two bedroom left!!
425 East Court - ONLY (1) two bedroom left!!

ALSO FILLING UP FAST.
Campbell Hill Apartments - two bedrooms townhouses
Ridge Manor Apartments - two bedroom townhouses
Frazee Avenue Apartments - two bedroom apartments

TSDtff
Hours*
Mon-Fn 9am-5pm
Sal 9am-1pm

GREENBRIAR, INC.
(419) 352-0717
Check out our website www.greenbriarrenals.com

445 E Wooster
„Bowling
Green. OH
43402

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Services Offered
CR Entertain men! Exchange
DVDs. CDs, Video Games, Audio
and more. Buy. Sell, Trade.
140 E Wooster Next to BW3s"
419-353-8273 (TAPE)
Having tinancial difficulties9
Good, bad or no credit Fast
approvals, bankruptcy accepted
All types of loans. No fees
Call today 1 -866-361 -5036. 24 hrs.
Pagliais Pizza or
Campus Polly eyes
Choose Your Poison"

Wanted
Looking lor a roommate tor next yr.
505 Clough St
CallJustin at 419-680-3987

Management Inc.
Now Renting for
2006/2007
Call 353 5800
Visit Online
www.meccabg.corr

AWESOME SUMMER JOB! CAMP
WAYNE FOR GIRLS
Childrens
sleep-away camp, Northeast Pennsylvania (6/17- 8 13 06) II you love
children and want a caring, lun environment we need Counselors and
Program Directors lor: Tennis.
Swimming (W.S.I, preferred). Golf.
Gymnaslics. Cheerleading. Drama.
High & Low Ropes. Team Sports.
Waterskiing. Sailing, Painting/Drawing. Ceramics. Silkscreen. Printmaking. Batik. Jewelry, Calligraphy.
Photography.
Sculpture.
Guitar,
Aerobics. Self Defence. Video, Piano. Oher staff: Administrative, CDL
Driver (21+), Nurses (RN's and
Nursing Sudents),
Bookkeeper.
Mothers' Helper. On campus Interviews March 22nd. Select The
Camp That Selects The Best Staff'
Call 1-800-279-3019 or apply on-line
at www camDwavneoirls.com
Bittersweet Farms, a nationally recognized treatment facility for adults
with Autism currently has several
openings for part time DIRECT
CARE SERVICE PROVIDERS lor
second shift (3:00-11:00). Students
who have worked at Bittersweet
Farms have gone on to become
Counselors. Teachers. School Administrators. Art Therapists. Professors. Social Workers and Nurses.
We are interested in a variety of
candidates and backgrounds. II you
are a committed, caring person interested in getting some real world
experience and training Bittersweet
Farms is the place for you. Smoke
free environment, drug screen.
clean driving record, valid license,
and proof of insurance. No matter
what you do with your life, the experience you gain working with persons with autism will stay with you
forever. Our starting wage is $7.85
per hour with an additional 40 cents
per hour shift differential and increases at 90 days and 180 days If
you Ihink you have what it takes to
be a part of our community of caring
please call Teresa Ellis at (877) 8790254 ext 1234. or email her your interests and resume to tellis@bittersweetlarmsorg Include "direct care
resume" on the subject line EOE

2/3 Kirm./Internet special/
Carport* BGSU Bus Shuttle

Georgetown Manor 800 3'Si.
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Parking and Laundry Foolilies
Gas, Water, & Sewer paid.

Management Inc.
H cin/site

710 N. Enterprise
I & 2 bdrm apt.
Dishwasher/GarbaseDisposal
\ C w isher. Dr>er in 2 bdrinv
i*rec Internet/Walk to Campus

The "Blue House"6162* St.

Farm seed plant needs part time
student help. Spring & Fall Farming
S seed processing 419-3520068
Get Paid To Drive A Brand New Car
Earn S800-S3200 a month to drivel
wwwlreednverkey.com

PART TIME WORK
$13,50 base appt. flex, sched.. all
majors welcome All ages 18*, sales
sve, Conditions apply. Call M-F
419861-6134
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs lun
loving counselors to teach all activities. Great summer! Call 888 844
8080. apply: campcedar.com

For Sale
1998 Sebring convertible V6. Black/
black, 112k. runs strong KKB $4240
asking $3500 OBO 419-601-3242.

15 minute walk loeampus
BGSU Bus Route

y*fEfcCA
Management inc.
Trej \uhre\
-.4'vSs0Se\enthSt.
1

T\#o storj duplexes
bdrm/ 2 baths/dishwasher/

garbage disposal Air condition/

call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm. Also
Apts. S rms. avail now. low as $199
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ACROSS
1
6
10
14
15
16
17
19

Steps element
Teach's title
Sailor's shout
Roast host
Overhaul
Perspiralion opening
Puts up a front
In a fresh manner

43
44
45
48
50
51
54
56
57
58
59
62
63

20 Id's partner
21
22
24
25

Travel stops
Way out
Novelist Deighton
Crackpot

26
27
29
32
35
37
38

"_ what you think!"
Pulling contest
Chit letters
Gift recipient
Lather removals
Food thickening agent
Fair-hatred

Bamboo stems
Sushi delicacy
Waking fantasy
Geneva populace
Shade provider
Contribute
Military trainees
Life of Riley
Sibling, for short
Medicinal plant
Shapes, as an agreement
Indecent
Topmost spot

64 Accounting inspection
65 Camera part

43 Paparazzi equipment
46 Hole-enlarging tool
47 Last word in an ulti
matum
49 Thistles and burrs
51 Dwelling place
52 Ancient Welsh priest
53 Bonkers
54 Telephone
55 Nautical direction
56 Madame Bovary

60 Breeze through
61 Bring legal action
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66 Go at a gallop
67 Run-down
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40 Sleeper spy
41 Three-hulled boat
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baths. 4 bdrm , 2 car garage.$1350
mo plus dep 419-836-7674 or 419360-6060.
3 bdrm. house on N. Prospect. Recently remodeled. W/D hook-up.
new lurnace. no pets. $675 mo. plus
util. Call 419-354-8146 alter 3pm.

For Rent

3 bdrm. house One block Irom

Grad.^Senior Housing
Highland Management

Seeking 1 additional temale roommate. 3 bdrm. 1.5 bath, house on S.
Summit, from 8/15,06-8/15/07. Rent
is $350/month » utilities Call Kristi
lor details at 419-494-6911

campus Avail. May 06 W'D S AC
One year lease lor $1,000/month.

Call 419-787-7577.
3 4 bedroom available May.
$800 mo. 640 S Summit St.
419-308-9905
30 day satisfaction guaranteed.
1 bdrm & studio starting at $355
419-352-0590.

BG Apts-818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts. avail. May or August
$490 • gas/elec. 12 mo. lease

AIL STADIUM SEATING

l'at-ty rtK.ni .tallaltlf for hlrth.l.y
I..I r 11.-- ..r -.mull ftrnup*
I .il I f«»r in li >r n nit inn

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales

419-352-7691
THE
TANNING
CENTER

THE HEAT

i—■■! I MMI——

419-354-1559

Grad./Senior Housing
Highland Management
Homestead/Liberty
1 and 2 bedrooms
12 month lease only
419-354-6036
Quiet Tenants Desired

Clough SI. 5 bdrm house. 2 bath
close to downtown and campus.
$1500'mo. • utilities. 419 340-2500.
Female Roommate Needed ConrtoAshbury Hills. Furn, 3 bdrm. 2 bath.
2 car garage. W/D. dishwasher
$500/mo util incl. Contact Hannah
(419)490-3922 grad students pre!

PERRY LAKE VILLAGE
15 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS
STUDENTS WELCOME
1. 2. 3 BEDROOMS $499 - $699
419 874-7274 OR 1-888-544-4647

5 beds. 2 booths
L appt. available

r

THE WASH HOUSE
r 17 beds. 2 booths
Lino appt. needed

Subleaser Needed.
Big, Spacious House.
$275 mo. . utilities 330-701-8575
Summer rmtes. needed. Fully lurn.
3 bdrms.. 2 baths. Close to campus.
$400 mo. incl. util. 419-262-1368.
Three Bedroom Houses
Available In August
232 Troup Ave
217 Clough SI
221 Leroy Ave.
226 Lehman Ave.
Call for a complete list
419-353-2787
K & K Properties
427 Clough St.
Three Bedroom Houses lor Rent
12 mo. lease • starting May 06
453 S. Prospect A - $690 . util.
605 5th St. A - $699 * util.
609 5th St. - $900 + util
419-352-8917

2 FREE VISITS

with any 10 visit
i package purchase

(MONTH"

in the standard
beds only (9C3S,.

r- 5 beds. 1 boolh
L_ closest to campus

SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT

Subleaser needed, move now Renl
paid to March 15. Apt. on Clough
St. behind Myles Pizza. Call
Marcelo at 419-308-1044.

House close to campus. May '06.
835 5th. 4 bdrm., 2 ba... $900/mo.
Aug. 06. 239 B Manville, 1 bdrm
$350 mo Pets allowed both.
Frobose Rentals 419-352-9392.

Get a QftV P&
M

32 Rooms Ruailable!!

248 U Main

419-354-6036
12 month lease only
Otlice Open 9-3 M-F
www.hiohlanamomt.com
Quiet Tenants Desired

III I IS 11

no hidden fees no credit card required

993 S Main
419-353-8826

130 E Washington Street

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting, LLC
419 352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Otlice Open 10 -2 M - F
www.bgapartments.com

Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917.
YYYtw.boaoanmenis.com

THE RINGER (PB-I3I
510 7 10 920
FUN WITH DICK 1 JANE (PS-Ill 5 20 7 209 30
YOURS. MINE AND 0URSIPSI5 00 7 00 9 10
HARRY POTTER AND THE GOBLET Of
FIRE IPC I3|
415 7 30
CHICKEN LITTLE (SI
510 710 910
RUMOR HAS II... IPS-ll)
5:20 7 20 930

Saturday-Sunday
Noon-5:JOpm

For Rent

Apartment lor Renl
426 E Wooster. Large 1 bedroom.
Avail. Fall. 2006 $425'mo Ulils.
Incl.
352-5882

904 E. Wooster
419-352-3588

Friday
9:00am 5:30pm

O

For Rent

4 bdrm. house available May '06
W/D. 2 lull baths. $1400 mo
419-787-7577.

f

9:00am-7:30pm

Nice,

i^£ at//t/A*i'{f •//* ///el.)

STUDENT HOUSING

•

Website: bookstore.bgsu.edu

Downtown, Newly Remodeled

GRADUATE

L

2bdrm 304E.CounUp.326 Leroy Dn
Aojs.1 S 2 bdrm 316 8 311 E Merry
* More see Cartyrentals.com or

2 Bedroom House

MOMH1 nilWMVU.I "*M\ MJ SHOWSIl.JO
IHIhWsrMHI Ml SHPt, Ml Sllimsi2.5<l

1

~

Email: bookstore@bgsu.edu

133 H. Church St.

Laundry on site

I1
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1

Ward off
Public persona
Descendant
Yet. poetically
Entourage
On the double
Ups the RPMs
Pindaric creation
Racket stroke
In isolation
Sharpens one's focus
Smeltery piles
Evergreen shrubs
Close-fitting
Needlefish
Castor to Pollux
Contract condition
Palm leaf
Goggle at
Functions
Prom partner
Gnmm creature
Pinpoints exactly
Mosque leader
Military officer
Deposits eggs
Collier's entrance

Telephone: 419-372-2851

1 S 3 Bedroom Apartments

FREEDOMLANDlRI
1404307.10945
WHEN A STRANGER CALLS i PC 13t 00
310 5 20730940
BIG MOMMAS HOUSE2IPC-lll 145 7 00
NANNY MCPHEE iPC.
4 30 9:30
BROKE BACK MOUNTAINS! I 00 4 00 7 00 9 55
OOOGALIOI
1003055107159:20
MADEA'S FAMILY REUNION IPG-UI
145
4 30 7 00 9:30
EIGHT BELOW (PS)
1304 157009:40
0ATE MOVIEIPS-H11 15 3 20 5.25 7.30 9:35
CURIOUS GEORGElC11 00 305 5 107 15920
THE PINK PANTHER (PC1145 4:30 7:00 9:30
FIREWALL IPC-lll
1 30 4 15 7:009:40
FINAL DESTINATION 3|R)
100310520
7 30 9 50

■
f
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••Houses Avail.06-07 Next to BGSU
5-6 bdrm 321 E Merry »C
3 bdrm 315 & 309 1/2 E. Merry

l.xit UW Corner »f !■-.■> and Kl m

Laundry on site
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
23
26
27
28
30
31
32
33
34
36
38
39
42

*
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For Rent

CONTACT IUCIE 419 354-9740

Management Inc.
215 E. Poe
Eft I Klrm / 2 Klrms

'

Graduating or Do you simply need a
Roadmap lor Success Today''
A Simple. Fun & Lucrative Business
Be Mentored by Wealthy Entrepreneurs Call 866-823-1890 visit
www market2you.com

FAMILY OWNED & OPERATED

M.iuagr.mcnt Inc.
-UU 405 S. * hurth
2 bdrm Apt/ 2 bdrm Twnh
I bath/ elose to dov. ntou n

'iVlirnM-

Camp Aldersgate hiring tor counselors, lilsguards. and other summer
lobs Call Laura 866-627-4369.

12 mo. avail.ln May. WD. C/A. 1 1/2

NOW LEASING 2006-2007

|l,MMPU*i

brouaht to vou bv

400 counselors'instructors needed1
Coed summer camp in Poconos. PA
Call 800-488-4321wwwlohikan.com

small apt. above a quiet business on
Wooster St
$250 neg614-425
6387

HIHMLIII \pls.
l0S2FairviewAvc
1 & 2 bilrniN / 3 bdrni Twnh
I)i\hwasliL'r/tiarh.iiic Disposal

The Daily Crossword Fix

IBARTENDING! up to $300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

1 bdrm. apt. downtown BG

Management Inc.

Air Condition^ Washer/Dryers in

Help Wanted

«Heath R. Wallace DDS
Locafatad 10 nni
y

y-v s x *j 4T I

H*& of Bowling Green

419-669-28S9

One Hour Tooth Whitening
Spring Break Special!

*4SO regularly *5SO

lotions always

:Z5%flFFf-l
I
-^VAfV

Teeth by Heath
1S160 M;iin St • Weston. OH 4S369
(419) 669-2859

; % t| Are,™

autger Special*

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $475!

Trucker's "8. TV TV
1 POUND of ground beef with yoiff choice Of
"Frickers Freebies make this a Belly Btisfm Burger

On selected floor plans
$599

• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance

Historic Millikin

Summit Street

• Patio

"FricKcr's 1VSQ. TJimqcr

• Spacious kitchen

One 1/2 pound Frick burger with bacon.

• Central downtown location
• Unfurnished
•On-site laundry
• Air conditioned
• Remodeled units
• 2 slory loft style
apartments available
• Efficiences start at
$345/mo * electric
• One Bedrooms start at
$425/mo + electric

• Furnished

Melled Cheddar and Flicker's original BBO sauce

• Pets welcome!
$4.99 i

• Air Conditioned
• On-site laundry
• 2 blocks from campus
• Efficiences
S315/mo + electric

• One Bedroom Apts.
S400/mo +electric

FREE HEAT
"Frickers Chili Uurqcr
Our original Frick burger smothered wilh
Melled Cheddar and Frickers lamily recipe chili

APKirriUNTt
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$499
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TpickcrV*— tjon
Frickers onion straws. A 1 sauce
and American cheese top this classic
$4.99

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

445 E.Wooster • Bowling Green.OH 43402 • 352 0717
WWW
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